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On the Normal Generation by a Line Bundle
on an Abelian Variety
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Department of Mathematics, Chuo University

(Communicated by Kunihiko KODAIRA, M. d. A., Sept. 12, 1978)

Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p__>0, X an
abelian variety over k, and L an ample invertible sheaf on X. In the
previous paper [7], the author proved, unfortunately providing p 2, 3,
that the embedded variety of X into the projective space P(F(L3)) by
means of the global sections of L3, is ideal-theoretically an intersection
of cubics. But he has recently found that the method in it can be
extended for p=2. Namely, it can be checked easily even for p--2
that the canonical map F(L2p.)F(L2(P_.)-F(L4) is surjective for
almost all a in X, and which was the only obstacle to the proof of the
fact for p--2 in [7]. Moreover, as. mentioned in [7], the surjectivity
of the canonical maps lead us easily to the main results given in [1],
[5] and [6].

We start with the following Mumford’s theta structure theorem.
Theorem (Mumford’s theta structure theorem). Let M be a non-

degenerate invertible sheaf on X of index i, and

1 .G )(M) ---(K(M) 0
the theta group scheme of M, where K(M) is the scheme-theoretic
kernel of the homomorphism " X-f( defined by xT*M(R)M-1.
Then the canonical action U of (M) on H(M)=H(X, M) is the unique
irreducible representation of (M), with G acting naturally (cf. Ap-
pendix to [6]).

Corollary. Under the same notation as in above, let V and W
be two subspaces o/ H(M) with VW:/:{0}. Assume that for any
local ring (B, ) over k with the residue field k and any B-valued
point of (M), U(W(R)B) V(R)B. Then we have V=H(M).

Poo. Let R=F((M), ((), and a" H(M)-H(M)R be the
co-module structure corresponding to the action U. We denote by
the composition"

H(M)(R)R* a(R)IR*>H (M)(R)R(R)R >H(M),
where R*=Hom (R, k) and ( } stands for "contraction". Here we
put W--,(W(R)R*). Then obviously {o} : Wc Wc V and W becomes a
stable subspace under the action U. Hence, by Mumford’s theta
structure theorem, we have W= V--Ht(M). Q.E.D.
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The following is the main result in this paper, and which is a
generalization of Proposition 1.5 in [7] for any characteristic.

Main theorem. Let L be any ample invertible sheaf on X. Then
for any , in f(, if we take a point of f( in general position,

F(L(R)P./)(R)F(L(R)P_)-F(L(R)P.+)
is surjective, where P is the Poincarg invertible sheaf on X f( and

P--PIxI for any point e f(.
Proof. If necessary, slightly modifying a and fl, we may assume

that L is symmetric. Let " X X-X X be the homomorphism de-
fined by (x, y)(x--y, x/y). Then we have an isomorphism

*(p* (L(R)P)(R)p* (L(R)P)) -..p* (L’(R)P.+)(R)p* (L’(R)P_.),
where p" X XX is the projection to the i-th component for each
i--1, 2. This isomorphism defines a liting of the group K--ker ()"

1 )G ;(p*(L(R)P./)(R)p*(L(R)P_.)) )K(L9 K(L9 ;0,

K* ; K
where ]=](p*(L(R)P./)(R)p*(L(R)P_)). Moreover, by the descent
theory, passing through *, F(L(R)P.)(R)F(L(R)P) is isomorphic to the
K*-invariant subspace (F(L(R)P./)(R)F(L(R)P_o))* of F(L(R)P./)
(R)F(L(R)P_.). If we denote by * the centralizer of K*, then we have
a canonical exact sequence"

1 ;K* >_6’* ::’g(p*(L(R)P.)(R)p*(L(R)P))
and a commutative diagram

(F(L(R)P)(R)B)(R) (F(L2(R)P)(R)B)

(F(L(R)P.)(R)B)(R) (F(L(R)P)(R)B)
( 1 B(R).>(F(L(R)p.+)(R)B)(R)" (F(L’(R)P_.)(R)B)

B@*>(F(L@P.+)@B)@ (F(L@P_.)@B)
or any k-algebra B and any B-valued point of (p(L"@P.+)
@p(Lt@P_)). For any integer n, we put X,={x e X[nx=O}. Since

XX is isotropic in K(p(L@P.+)@p(Lt@P_.)) and contains K,
we can lift XX up to a level subgroup (XX)* containing K*.
Moreover, obviously there exist level subgroups X(Lt@P.+) and
X*(L"@P_.) such that X* X** is isomorphic to (XX)* pass-
ing through the canonical homomorphism : (L"@P.+)(L@P_.)
(p(L@P+)@p(L@P_.)). Here we take non-trivial sections
0 e F(L@P.+)x and 0’ e F(L@P_.)xr. Then, since X X*(X
xX)*K*, 00’ e(F(L@P.+)@F(L@P_.))*, i.e., there exists an
element 0 in F(L@P.)@F(L@P) such that *0=0@0’. Now we choose
a point Y0 e X satisfying the condition.
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(2) 0’(Y0+ x) :/: 0 for any k-valued point x of K(L4(R)P_.),
and we put r=--2(y0). Then, since the diagram

X X(
z
XX Spec (k(yo))

T-uoxTvo; ;lxxyo
XxX XxX

commutes, we have a commutative diagram

F(LP.+)@F(LP_) F(LP+)

g ) l@g

@P.)], i contains he subspaee W sanned by only one elemen 0.
Hence, by virtue of Corollary o Mumford’s hea srueure heorem,
we have only o show

for any local ring (B, ) over
and eny B-vMued poin 2 of (L@P.), U(W@B)V@B.

So, le (B, ) be s.ueh a local ring, nd
We choose a B-valued oint 2’ of (L@P_) such ha (L@P_)(2’)
=](L@P.)(2). Since A(K(g9)K((L@P.)@(L@P_)) and
-(A(K(Lg))*, (2, 2’) e *. herefore, by eommuaiviy of (1),
we have

UONU,O’=(*NB)(Uo(.,,,O).
Here weuS=See (B), e: Spee (B/)S he closed oin, Xs=Xx S,
s=L@B and g=,Xls" See ()xS=SXxS. Then we have com-
mutative diagrams

XsXs XsXXXxS XsXsNs S

xlsXXsXs XsXXXxS< xXxSXsXs Xs
and
{F(L@P.+r)@B}@a {F(L@P_)@B} F(L@P.+)@F(L@P_r)@B

* T* LY(_S(L @P.)s)@Y( ,(
,

{F(L@P)@B}@a {F(L@P)@B}F(L@P)@F(L@P)@B
@B >F(L@p+

(lxsxy)*

e*@{F(L@P+)@B}@, {F(Lt@P_)@B}.
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Hence
Ut. (U,t?’)(y0)’ e Im (r(R)B) V(R)B.

On the other hand, if we put ](L(P_)(’)=u e K(L(R)P_,)(B),
*((U,’)(y))=*(u+ y)*O’

=O’(yo+U).
Since uoeK(L@P_), the condition (2) implies. O’(y0+uoe)0, i.e.,
(O)(Y0) is a unit of B. Therefore U0e V@B and we are done

Q.E.D.
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